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Welcome to the Future …

It’s just starting now
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Walmart IRL Store, Levittown, NY, Jan. 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firesign Theatre comedy troupe – “We’re All Bozos on this Bus”Please deflate your shoes and buckle in. I’m going to take you on a bit of a journey.(Photo inside the Walmart IRL Store, Jan. 2020, Levittown, NY – Literally thousands of cameras and sensors – so many that it needed this server room just to process the incoming data.)
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Retail Media Ecology

Stores and ecommerce are rapidly transforming due 
to digital interaction, AI technology, and enduring 
changes in consumer behavior. 
Q. How should we understand the potential impacts 

upon brands, promotions, loyalty, and retail 
collaboration? 

Q. What emerging technologies and practices will 
be most relevant for future business success? 

We define some core principles and share a “Media 
Ecology” vision for the future of brands at retail.

Radical Retail Futurist

Expert Storytelling Guru

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will be a little different kind of LEAD Marketing presentation. I’m going to share a framework I use to make sense the impact of technology in retail.It touches all the bases: Loyalty, Engagement, Analytics and Digital experiences.



Media Ecology: Understanding Retail
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“The Medium is the Message”
– Marshall McLuhan, in 
Understanding Media (1964)

“Media Ecology is the study of 
media as environments”
– Neil Postman (1970) 

“A medium is a technology within 
which a culture grows” 
– Edmund Carpenter

“Media Ecology is defined as the 
study of the complex set of 
relationships or interrelationships 
among symbols, media and 
culture.”
– Christine Nystrom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This set of ideas has influenced my analysis and understanding of the retail industry throughout my career…In the hands of a cave man, a club is the medium – the message is “this is my food not yours”Dr. Postman coined the term “Media Ecology” and headed the department at NYU where I was a graduate student in the early 1980’sSpoken language is a medium of communications, as are cuneiform, papyrus, manuscript, Gutenberg’s bible, Morse’s telegraph, Marconi’s wireless, broadcast TV, cable, internet, mobile phones. Each of these technologies has a profound impact on human culture. That’s the “message” McLuhan was talking about.Dr. Nystrom was one of the other brilliant professors in the program at the time. She is the first person I ever heard utter the phrase “media environment”A book is a medium – A library is a media environment. So is a store…



The Retail Media Ecology Principle
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about the immense quantity of messages the shopper encounters in the retail environment:Signs for way-finding. Signs for price promotions. Price labels. Shelf talkers. Off-shelf displays. Ambient music and audio. Touchscreens and kiosks. Video screens. Enticing smells emanating from the bakery and maybe a pizza oven.And hundreds of thousands of package labels. - A label is a medium. A store is a media environment.A brands is a symbol that represents the traits and values of a product.And today, the physical boundaries of stores have eroded considerably because shoppers carry their own media devices with them into the building which allow them to receive and send messages and symbols from ANYWHERE else in the world. All of this continuously influences their purchasing decisions. There are no “Moments of Truth” anymore, just a continuum of moments.Brand messages must compete with all of it for a slice of shopper attention.I call that The Incredible Dissolving Store. 



The Incredible Dissolving Store

Consumer 
Behavior Digitalization AI 

Technology

Especially the shift to digital 
shopping and the manipulation 
of data from traditional and non-
traditional sources

Impacts:
• Loyalty
• Engagement
• Analytics

Shopping is forever different. 
Expectations are driven by 
events outside your store and 
outside your brand

Impacts:
• Loyalty
• Engagement
• Analytics

Decision Support Systems move
beyond BI, to intelligent agents 
(data robots) that handle routine 
decisions and support humans

Impacts:
• Loyalty
• Engagement
• Analytics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Incredible Dissolving Store – that environment for brand messages – there are three mega-trends I think are exerting especially profound influence.Brands are certainly already aware of these, but let’s take a moment to define them here.These are not the only trends we could explore. Just a few that are germane to our discussion today.Consumer priorities have shifted from buying stuff to having experiences. Perhaps this is generational, but I know plenty of boomers like myself who would rather take a trip than buy a new sofa. This was changing fast before COVID. Now it’s either accelerating or taking a left turn. Too soon to tell. We also see fewer trips and larger baskets in the grocery stores, concurrent with newly edited assortments in many categories. Digital life is now inseparable from life in the “real” world. Online shopping went up like a hockey stick. Meanwhile disappointing online shopping experiences may have increased even more. Apps have largely replaced cards as a loyalty identifier, and personalization of offers and curated assortment is expected.AI is seeping into nearly every facet of retail store operations, promotions, and interactions at home with voice assistants like Alexa, Hey Google and Siri. Now it’s being adopted rapidly on the enterprise side, where AI assistants are being applied to decision support.



Consumers: The Law of Divided Loyalty
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s a lot of change.Let’s zero in on loyalty for a bit.Brand marketers and their retail trading partner are engaged in continuous warfare over little slices of shoppers.Call it share of wallet or share of pantry if you like. It’s also share of time and attention. Consumer attention is finite. So are their budgets.These battles extend way beyond categories or departments or geographies. Brands are competing against social media channels, entertainment and various experiences for a share of those dollars.



Consumer Behavior Goes Viral

• Experiences beat 
stuff

• Loyalty splinters
• The retail media 

environment is 
changing

• Then there’s that 
COVID thing…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who is your competition in the Incredible Dissolving Store? Everybody. Your split shoppers are not agonizing over decisions between your brand and your arch competitor. They make their best choice in the moment and move ahead.COVID made stores dissolve faster than we could have expected.Consequently, loyalty programs are more important than ever. They enable brands to maintain sustained communication with individual consumers in the store and far away and gather essential feedback and behavioral information. The bigger piece of the picture you have informationally, the greater their value to you as a customer



Digitalization Drives Experience
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The shift to digital means everything everywhere is your competition for those little slices of the consumer’s wallet.The Law of Equivalent experience applies first and foremost to eliminating friction and speedy delivery. Before the stores all dissolved, we used to call this convenience.But it may also mean a high level of curation or personalization. In some consumer categories this may mean upstart digital first brands can compete on superior experience even in commoditized products. If Amazon delivers a book overnight, your customers expect you to deliver your products just as fast and just as free. If they can do it, why can’t you?If it takes a shopper 4 more clicks or an extra form to order something on your web store, a slicker alternative is just one click away.Leaders like Amazon.com and Walmart.com are using experience design to extend the perceived gap between themselves and slower-moving competitors.And by the way, this extends to the functionality of your app too. If Facebook lets users curate their feeds, why isn’t your mobile experience just as slick?



Digitalization Makes AI Inevitable
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember when BIG DATA was all the rage?Suddenly everybody had it and the whole industry pivoted to figure out what to do with it.Now nobody is surprised that data flows keep getting bigger, faster, and more diverse.When you’re drinking from a data firehose there can be a tendency in business to measure the easy stuff first. It makes sense right? We’ll get to the more subtle stuff later.But some metrics - like opportunities to see in advertising, or page views on the web site - have limited diagnostic validity. The easy availability of these measurements can in fact become an obstacle to properly analyzing the subtler truths.Artificial intelligence is starting to be a big difference maker when it comes to extracting the truly valuable meanings that lurk within those Big Data flows. AI is turning out to be good not just for DESCRIBING what just happened, but also for PRESCRIBING what to do next. That may apply to automated digital marketing (Next Best Action) or strategic decision making on pricing, assortments, and promotions in the store.Sometimes the low-hanging fruit has the least nutrition…



Moravec’s Paradox and AI

Artificial intelligence and robotics 
researchers observe that (contrary 
to traditional assumptions): 
• Reasoning (which is high-level in 

humans) requires very little 
computation, but 

• Sensorimotor skills 
(comparatively low-level in 
humans) require enormous 
computational resources

https://medium.com/@froger_mcs/moravecs-
paradox-c79bf638103f
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It is comparatively easy to make 
computers exhibit adult level 

performance on intelligence tests or 
playing checkers, and difficult or 

impossible to give them the skills of a 
one-year-old when it comes to 

perception and mobility.
– Hans Morevec

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is kind of a mind-bender, but it says a great deal about where AI can make a real difference and where it probably won’t.Hans Moravec, Austrian-born robotics and computer science researcher at Carnegie Mellon famously observed that math is easy for AI but gardening is not.Intelligent agents are terrific at modeling large amounts of data from disparate sources and using the model to evaluate and recommend decision options to managers.They are not too great at frosting cakes or even auditing store inventory – despite what the robot makers hope. (Sorry Bossa Nova robotics – it seems like Walmart may have figured this out.)Machine vision is getting much much better, but it’s still far more effective to have a human decide where to aim the digital camera.This is why we shouldn’t worry too much about Robots and AI programs displacing most human workers any time soon.BUT AI can make some of us much better at our jobs by augmenting our decisions and prescribing possible best actions for the choices we need to make every day around product assortments, pricing – every aspect of category management and shopper marketing.

https://medium.com/@froger_mcs/moravecs-paradox-c79bf638103f


Can You Spot Your Customers? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Paradox of Scale  has long been the bane of chain retail. Loss of intimacy with shoppers as mass distribution and standardization of the physical stores led to uniform merchandising and managing by the averages. The larger and more efficient the retailer became, the less they came to understand about the individuals visiting their stores.Those averages were pretty measurable, but less and less meaningful as the chains grew larger.Which statistic is more actionable? Storewide out-of-stocks average 8.2% chainwide? Or 9 items in your household paper products category need reordering NOW to avoid going out of stock in two days?Along with problems of scale, brands got sucked into the vortex of large-scale distribution and became reliant on information available from retailers and syndicators. 



Brands in the New Retail Media Ecology

• Machine Vision and DSD 
• Quick Serve Restaurants pivot 

to tackle COVID
• Upstart brands set new 

expectations
• AI changes the way brands 

make decisions
• Consumer intimacy enters a 

new chapter
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Not Speculative Fiction

The future is 
already here, 
it’s just not 

evenly 
distributed.

– William Gibson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few years ago I was privy to a conversation with a very large CPG company that longed for “a world without retailers” – not because they did not value the distribution for their products, but because they wanted to restore the direct connection with shoppers.The shift to digital offers a number of new channels to understand shoppers today: Online purchases, social media.Also shelf image analytics now being used by DSD vendors to bypass store information systems and improve merchandising complianceBrands learn to thrive in the new Retail Media Ecology



Understanding Retail:
A ‘Media Ecology’ 

Perspective
THANK YOU!

James Tenser
VSN Strategies
jtenser@vsnstrategies.com
https://vsnstrategies.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I hope this bizarre journey through the corridors of my mind has been at least a little bit enlightening.The discipline of Media Ecology helps me to organize the incredibly intricate set of facts around retail and consumer products marketing.I love talking about this stuff and helping brands apply it to their critical business decision making. Please reach out if I can be of service.Thank you.

mailto:jtenser@vsnstrategies.com
https://vsnstrategies.com/


Seed Questions for Audience Q&A:

• Q. 25 years after the onset of ecommerce, is this finally the moment 
for CPG brands to go “consumer direct”?

• Q. How is retailer-brand marketer collaboration evolving now and 
likely to evolve in the next era?

• Q. If shopper expectations are changing so fast, what must brands do 
to be more responsive to changes, given that their business model is 
based on long production runs and economies of scale?

• Q. Come on, is AI really transformative? Or is it just the next 
marketing gimmick from tech firms who want to sell us new solutions 
to old problems?
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